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Abstract

During the design supply chain control processes, balancing cost versus service plays an important role. To select the most suitable replenishment strategy is the main enabler in reaching the goal of finding the optimal balance. In this article a framework is developed which will help to select the right replenishment strategy and to design a supply chain control process that supports companies to secure the results of improvements. During the evaluation of replenishment strategies in the design phase of the project it becomes clear that in specific situations one single replenishment strategy will not cover the overall control need in supply chains, especially in fast growing or emerging markets. In those specific situations the best replenishment strategy is a combination of re-order-point and kanban. This paper is based on experience gained during a supply chain control study at a Philips business.
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1. Introduction

Common to all manufacturing companies, regardless of size, type of product or manufacturing process is the need to control the flow of materials from suppliers, through manufacturing and distribution to the customer (Stevens, 2007). In all business configurations the role of supply chain is crucial. This research will identify which criteria are relevant to determine optimal stock values and deliver an advice model for stock level calculation for the midterm (monthly) and the short-term (weekly). Those advice models generate stock advices on the one hand based on customer demand and it’s variance and on the other hand the supply and it’s variance. For midterm planning, those models can help to determine further tactical decisions. The result of the models (midterm and short-term) can help to take decisions for these challenging considerations. This research investigates these future considerations and there will be provided recommendations how to use the advice models in practice based on the Philips case.

The research focus is on improving service level and optimizing stock levels. The replenishment strategy must be used and understood by several business lines. These business lines will have different backgrounds, goals and work levels. Attention to this multi-actor setting is important and frequent contact and information sharing will contribute to this. Within the specific Philips business case, actors are spread over four locations in three continents. As a result of the global
dispersion cultural differences are a second factor in the complexity of communication. Recognizing the multi-actor setting and the multi-cultural setup for stock level adjustments is important. A system of component suppliers and an assembly and test manufacturer all have the intention to optimize stock levels in a structured and mutually agreed way. The goal of the assembly and test manufacturer is creating a demand/supply advice for the component manufacturer and to get insights on the supply chain risks from the models at the other hand the component supplier owns and controls its own production process and internal optimization. The drive to local optimization is strengthened due to the geographical distance between the four production locations. Extra attention in the control model is required to safeguard the overall gain in supply chain performance against possible local drawback.

2. Research method

The goal of this paper is to develop a framework to understand the selected replenishment strategy and to assist in the question whether to change and setup an extended communication framework or not. The pillars to build such a framework an analysis is made based on existing literature. With the goal to implement a framework there is a focus to design an optimal supply chain control model that fits in a fast growing market.

One of the deliverables of this research is to deliver a tool and guidelines with the goal to optimize the stock levels and to introduce supply chain controls. The decision support tool will enable management to make the right decisions before we make the wrong one (Shannon, 1998).

The goals of the research are determined by the stakeholders. A clear formulation of goals is essential to create suitable and accepted design and control afterwards if the design fits the desires of the stakeholders. The goals are translated into objectives and constraints. These objectives and constraints are matched with the design space. The design space is formed by the boundaries of the specific situation. The research boundaries in combination with time and data restrictions determine the design space for this research. With respect to the design space first a conceptual model is designed. This conceptual model is discussed with experts and stakeholders and when necessary adapted. After adapting the input of the field experts and stakeholders the conceptual model will be translated in a real model. This model is tested and discussed again with stakeholders and experts. After this evaluation the final model is designed and steps to use it in practice are provided. Finally, results are used to test how good the model fits with the design objective. The design method used in this research is based on the complex multi actor and multi requirements methodology (Herder and Stikkelman, 2004).

3. Supply chain uncertainties

Supply chain control means coping with uncertainties of activities in scope of business, like variance in customer demand, supplier performance and manufacturing and last but not least it means to follow the demand pattern of our customers (T. Davis, 1993). At the end of the day management is most interested in customer satisfaction and low inventory levels.

Uncertainties in the supply chain are daily business; beating the uncertainties will never result in satisfaction or in a different way an uphill battle will never end in a great victory. Living with uncertainty in
supply chain means integrating variances of each part of the process into a stock calculation model. Figure 2 shows the supply chain uncertainty as published by Davis in 1993. Unfortunately, not all uncertainties can be eliminated. However, other initiatives can redesign the supply chain to reduce the impact of uncertainties (Davis, 1993).

The real challenge is to manage the uncertainties in the supply chain in relation with customer service level without incurring an undue burden of cost. Balancing the activities in the chain is the main goal to achieve the necessary balance between cost and customer service.

Inventory has a stabilizing effect in supply chains (Baganha, 1996) as a buffer to absorb demand variability. The stabilizing function of stock will result in a lower variability in production than the variability in market demand.

Figure 3 shows the development of inventory over time for a process with input and output quantities. In case no uncertainty is involved the mean inventory can be lowered with the safety stock. With the safety stock (SS) the described process can guarantee the deliveries. The mean inventory level is the sum of the safety stock and half the quantity of input (lot size) into stock necessary to cover the usage during lead-time (Lutz, 2003).

The next step into supply chain control after understanding and reducing the supply chain uncertainties; translate all remaining known uncertainties into an inventory stocking policy. Thus the inventory stocking policy is a dynamic process. Suppliers delivery reliability can become better or worse over the time. In general, demand for products becomes more predictable as products become more mature.

In creating a dynamic stock policy, commonly use generic settings for A/B/C stock-keeping units. The classification of items by transaction volume does not necessarily reflect the combination of all uncertainties of the total supply chain (Lee, 1992). In the default setup of the model the possibility should be there to differentiate the service levels based on a potential ABC-classification. Typically for fast growing markets is that no classifications are made due the fact that all products are rather new and product launches are planned twice a year. For managing the long term and the day to day business, more complex calculation models are necessary for creating the most optimal and suitable supply chain. Consequences of calculating stock levels and customer deliveries with wrong uncertainties results in overstock on some items but under-stock on others. Miscalculating the lead times for material movement along the supply chain could result in investing in the wrong resources for performance improvement.

4. Supply chain control process

Setting up a control model based on design requirements as set by the organization and the business characteristics ends with tools to manage the business in a proper way. At the other hand models without embedded processes at the involved organizations will not bring success after closing the project (Lee, 1992). Figure 4 shows the implemented processes with the designed control model as backbone and a meeting
structure based on terms of references (TOR). The backbone is at the left side of Figure 4, the monthly and weekly planning sheets are integrated in an overall control process based on a fixed structure. The daily execution is the result of the day to day scheduling based on the weekly replenishment orders. The backbone starts with a forecast (Sales and Operations Planning), based on the forecast a production planning is made. This production plan includes also the performance of the production processes in the period before. Control loops are the linking pins between the several meetings at monthly /weekly and daily rhythm as well. The performance input is a bottom up process meanwhile the planning guidelines are top down managed. With the designed models and the supporting processes supply chain becomes a competitive edge (making the difference).

With the help of a small example the three calculation methods SS1 – Atkinson (2005), SS2 – Linfort (2006) and SS3 – Piasecki (2009) are compared. The result of the comparison is visualized in Figure 5, which shows a safety stock level (presented by the y-axis) at three different service levels (x-axis). In making the right choice related to the safety-stock calculation it is most important that the calculation method is able to deal with the different types of Supply Chain uncertainties. The limited possibilities in SS3 to integrate the different uncertainty factors drop out this calculation method. Calculation method SS2 needs a lot of not standard available information and secondly the calculated safety-stock level is very close but slightly higher than the SS1 calculation method.

Based on the characteristics (fast growing and many different uncertainties) besides the direct available information as provided by the systems the safety stock calculation of Atkinson (SS1) has the best fit and will be used in further stock level calculations.

6. Replenishment strategy

A proper selection of a replenishment strategy is one of the keys to achieving low inventory while maintaining high customer delivery performance based on Suwanruji (2005). In Table 1, a comparison is made between three replenishment strategies; using DRP/MRP (Distribution/Material Requirement Planning, MRPII).
Planning), ROP (Re-Order-Point) and KBN (Kanban) were compared. The replenishment strategies were all integrated with the safety stock calculation method of Atkinson (2005) as described in the previous section.

Using DRP/MRP strategy requires full visibility of order and inventory information across all locations in the Supply Chain with periodic review. ROP is a reactive strategy with replenishment decisions based on continuous review. KBN is a reactive replenishment strategy; inventory within a replenishment loop is controlled by a fixed number of cards. Kanban cards in a replenishment loop were allocated to inventory at a location, inventory in transit to a location and unfilled orders placed to an upstream location.

The three replenishment strategies are compared under two levels of Manufacturing Constraints (MC) No time-delay capacity constraint and Time-delay capacity constraint. No time-delay capacity constraint ignores time delay operations by setting all setup and part processing times equal to zero (manufacturing resources have no capacity constraint). The time-delay capacity constraint, production resources at manufacturing are able to process one order at a time. A capacity constraint exists and batches waiting to be processed must join the queue.

The second level of challenge is found in the Demand pattern (DP): level demand and seasonal demand. During a level demand pattern the expected period demand was assumed for not having seasonal effects which can be a stable demand pattern or an unpredictable /fast growing demand pattern. For the seasonal pattern, the demand pattern is assumed to follow a sinusoidal pattern with a cycle length equal to one year.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manufacturing constraint (MC)</th>
<th>Demand pattern (DP)</th>
<th>DRP/MRP (strgy 1)</th>
<th>ROP (strgy 2)</th>
<th>KBN (strgy 3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No manufacturing capacity constraint</td>
<td>Level demand</td>
<td>Responds slow to changes introduced by demand uncertainty.</td>
<td>Responds directly to changes by demand &amp; supply uncertainties.</td>
<td>Results in steadiest stream of arrivals which in turn results in shorter average queues.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seasonal demand</td>
<td>Responds on demand variation including a season correction based on history and forecast input.</td>
<td>Responds on demand variation forecasted for the next period.</td>
<td>Does not use forecasting information and cannot utilize backorders information.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing capacity constraint</td>
<td>Level demand</td>
<td>Effective at coordinating material flow and limited waiting time for the same level of component inventory</td>
<td>Score between KBN and MRP – managing the material flow and anticipates on the demand uncertainties.</td>
<td>Beneficial when demand uncertainty is of a random nature, results in relatively low inventory in front of capacitated resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seasonal demand</td>
<td>Responds on demand variation including a season correction based on history and forecast input, capacity limitations are integrated.</td>
<td>Backorder information is taken into account in the next calculation but frequency is lower than at the MRP strategy.</td>
<td>No backorder information is maintained.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Replenishment strategies (Suwanruji, 2005)
Suwanruji (2005) concludes based on data analysis that the replenishment strategies as mentioned in table 1 not always have a best possible fit in each scenario. The green framework indicates the generic best suitable replenishment strategy per MC & DP combination.

Key characteristics of a Supply Chain in an emerging or fast growing market are directly linked to extreme business growth and the many uncertainties in the current Supply Chain. Seasonal effects are not visible at the current state, meaning no bullwhip effects of seasonal demand in the Supply Chain. This implies that for replenishment method a ROP or Kanban replenishment strategy is most suitable (depending on the existence of capacity constraint).

Figure 6 shows the model calculation for the most optimal situation and the situation as it was without the new control models (based on Philips business case). It shows the (safety) stock needed to cover the demand during lead-time (vertical) and the sales per week in Million(s) (horizontal). Due to using the right replenishment method lead time and the effects of supply chain variances are optimized.

7. Conclusion and Discussion

The goal of this paper was to develop a comprehensive decision making framework which will help to make the right decision in selecting the most suitable replenishment strategy and secondly to design a supply chain control model.

The need to focus more on integral supply chain planning and optimization instead of local optimization plans has ascended the past few years. There are some appropriate ways to determine an optimal solution for the optimization challenge. Research has indicated required actions to optimize a supply chain in fast growing markets. Without actions there will be too high inventory levels with resulting financial losses. All these different kinds of behaviour provoke business losses and will harm continuity. In case industrial consumers decide not to purchase, major sales loss is incurred.

Figure 6 Results supply chain control model

The advice models (Re-Order-Point, Replenishment and Kanban) are based on specific risks (lead-time and uncertainties) (figure 7). The models generate advice based on these risks for a desired service level. The models give product specific advice for safety stock, economical stock levels and quantities to produce based on the requested service level. The results of the advice model (Figure 7) indicate that a product safety stock level can optimize to the most suitable stock positions: meaning high customer service with the right underpinning stock levels in the chain (at the right balanced cost levels). The benefits of the Supply chain control model are enormous. Without a suitable replenishment strategy and the right
supply chain controls a business in a fast growing market needs approximate 9 times more stock (see Figure 6) to prevent out of stock situations.
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